
F L    A T The FLOATEE Awards

FLOAT offers a photo submission contest prior to the convention, affectionately known as the 
“FLOATEES”.  FLOATEEs (which stands for FLOAT Event Excellence) are awarded based on 
the following criteria:

1. You must be a registered delegate at FLOAT 2020 in order to be eligible for a FLOATEE 
Award.

2. You must have completed the work shown in the photograph(s) within the time frame of 
February 1, 2019 until January 11, 2020. No photos from outside of that timeline are eligible for 
submission.

3. A fee of $5 is required for every entry you submit in a given category. Proceeds from the 
money raised from the FLOATEE entry fees will go into the FLOAT Scholarship Fund. 

4. Photos may be submitted in the following categories:

Arch Design - One Photo    Baby Shower / Gender Reveal - Five Photos
Column Design - One Photo    Wedding / Bridal - Five Photos
Helium Arrangement (Bouquet) - One Photo Milestone Celebration - Five Photos
Table Centerpiece - One Photo    Teen Event - Five Photos 
Buffet Centerpiece - One Photo   Corporate Event - Five Photos
Delivery Piece - One Photo    Non-Profit Event - Five Photos
Backdrop, Wall or Mural - One Photo   Parade or Festival - Five Photos
Ceiling Decor - One Photo    Themed Decor - Holiday - Five Photos
Dance Floor Decor - One Photo   Themed Decor - Other - Five Photos
Entrance Decor - One Photo    Best Overall under $10K - Five Photos 
Linking Balloon Decor - One Photo   Best Overall over $10K - Five Photos
Deco-Twisting Decor - One Photo
Sculpture (Round Balloon) - One Photo
Sculpture (Non-Round) - One Photo
Sculpture (Linking) - One Photo
Organic Decor - One Photo
Foil Decor - One Photo
Fantasy Flower - One Photo
Mixed Media - One Photo
Lighting Effects - One Photo
Photo Op - One Photo
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F L    A T FLOATEE Awards Continued

“Arch Design” is defined as a photo of a balloon arch. There is no stipulation as to whether or 
not the arch must be on a frame or is classic, linking or organic in nature.

“Column Design” is defined as a free-standing decor piece that involves a singlular foundational 
element. There is no stipulation as to whether or not the column must be on a frame or is 
classic, linking or organic in nature.

“Helium Arrangement / Bouquet” is defined as an easily portable helium-based balloon decor 
element where individual helium-filled balloons are tied to ribbons or other connectivitiy
products and attached to a weight. Please note that if foil balloons are used in your entry 
(entries), you must follow the California law in regard to treatment of such balloons. Table 
centerpieces, buffet centerpieces and delivery piece entries are not eligible for this category. 

“Table Centerpiece” is defined as a table top decor element that is speciically used to 
decorate a dining table and follows the “14 Inch Rule”.  Table centerpieces are not eligible for 
the Mixed Media category.

“Buffet Centerpiece” is defined as a table top decor element that is speciically used to 
decorate a table or counter yet does not have to follow the “14 Inch Rule”. Buffet 
centerpieces are not eligible for the Mixed Media category.

“Delivery Piece” is defined as a balloon decor item that is intended to be given to someone as 
a gift.  Delivery Pieces are not eligible for the Mixed Media category.

“Backdrop, Wall or Mural” is defined as a primarily two-dimensional balloon decor element 
that is intended to be used behind an area or stage within an event in which people or other 
decor elements are placed in front of them. 

“Ceiling Decor” is defined by any balloon decoration element that is specifically intended to 
decorate a ceiling. This can be rigged in nature or helium filled, depending on how it was 
constructed. Ceiling decor entries are not eligible for the Dance Floor Decor category.

“Dance Floor Decor” is defined by any set of balloon decorations that is specifically used to 
decorate a designated dance floor area at an event. Dance Floor Decor entries are not eligible 
for the Ceiling Decor category.

“Entrance Decor” is defined as any set of balloon decorations used to decorate the entrance 
to a particular event space. This can be one decor element or multiple pieces used to create an 
entrance effect.
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F L    A T FLOATEE Awards Continued

“Linking Balloon Decor” is defined as any balloon decor element where the majority of 
balloons used are of linking style balloons. Photos submitted in this category are not eligible for 
the Sculpture (Linking Balloons) category.

“Deco-Twisting Decor” is defined as any decor element that incorporates both round and 
non-round latex balloons. Please note that linking balloons are not considered non-round for 
the sake of this competition. Photos submitted in this category are not eligible for the 
Sculpture (Non-Round) category.  

“Sculpture (Round Balloon)” is defined as any sculpturally focused balloon decor element that 
primarily uses round balloons in it’s creation. Linking balloons are not consider round balloons 
in this category.

“Sculpture (Non-Round)” is defined as any sculpturally focused balloon decor element that 
used mostly non-round latex balloons in it’s creation. Linking balloons are not considered non-
round balloons in this category.

“Sculpture (Linking)” is defined as any sculpturally focused balloon decor element that used 
mostly linking balloons in it’s creation. 

“Organic Decor” is defined as any decor element that disregards the standard classic style of 
uniformity in size, style and placement of the balloons. 

“Foil Decor” is defined as any decor element that is predominantly made from foil balloons. 

“Fantasy Flowers” is defined as any balloon decor element where uninflated balloons are used 
to create the illusion of floral design. No inflation of any kind is permitted in this category.

“Mixed Media” is defined as any balloon decor that incorporates added elements such as 
feathers, foil sheets, confetti, tassels, foam core, etc into the design work. Visual effects such as 
lighting are not eligible for this categotry.

“Lighting Effects” is defined as any balloon decor element where either external or internal 
lighting effects are used to enhance the look of the balloon decor. Lighting effects involved in 
this competition must be provided by the designer and not simply an off-shoot of a lighting 
company also hired for the event the photo was taken at.

“Photo Op” is defined as any balloon decor element specifically created to be a location where 
people take photos. This can be a backdrop, photo frame or created scene with sculptures.
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F L    A T FLOATEE Awards Continued

“Baby Shower / Gender Reveal” is defined as any balloon decor elements that are used to 
celebrate either the birth of or impending birth of a child.

“Wedding / Bridal” is defined as any balloon decor elements that are used in conjunction with 
a wedding, wedding reception, rehearsal dinner or couples shower pertaining to an upcoming 
wedding event.

“Milestone Celebration” is defined as any balloon decor used to celebrate a birthday, 
anniversary, graduation, retirement, funeral and celebration of life.

“Teen Event” is defined as any balloon decor used to decorate a Sweet 16 party, Quinceanera, 
Mitzvah celebration or Prom proposal.

“Corporate Event” is defined as any balloon decor used to decorate for a function hosted by a 
for-profit company. This can include but is not limited to meetings, sale promotions, 
conventions, marketing efforts and employee related events. All photos in this category must be 
from events that your company was hired to provide for another company; you cannot submit 
photos of work you did to promote yourself or for your own company. 

“Non-Profit Event” is defined as any balloon decor used to decorate an event pertaining to a 
school, church or charitable organization.

“Parade or Festival” is defined as any balloon decor used to decorate any element of an 
outdoor parade or festival event. Unlike in the “Corporate Decor” category, you may submit 
photos of work you did to promote your own company.

“Themed Decor - Holiday” pertains to balloon decorations created for any celebration 
involving a holiday that would appear on any standard calendar, such as Halloween, Christmas, 
etc.

“Themed Decor - Other” pertains to balloon decorations created for an event where a central 
theme is incorporated such as pirates, luau, Wild West, etc. Bachelor and bachelorette parties 
also fall into this category.

“Overall Decor - Under $10K” is defined as any balloon decor job in where the client paid 
you less than $10,000 to provide balloon decorations. If you provided other elements of event 
decor for an event, those figures should not be included in this entry. If you provide balloon 
entertainment, those figures or factors are not to be included in the entry.
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F L    A T FLOATEE Awards Continued

“Overall Decor - Over $10K” is defined as any balloon decor job where the client paid your 
company more than $10,000 for balloon decorations at a single event. If you provide other 
elements of decor or services for an event, including balloon entertainment, those 
figures are not to be included in the total amount. Only aspects of balloon decorations are 
included in this entry.

5. You may submit the same photo or photos in multiple categories unless specified in the 
description of said category. In addition, you must pay a $5 fee for each entry you submit in 
each category. For example, if you submit the same photo in three different categories, you will 
need to pay $15.

6. Because these are technically photos of supposedly professional jobs that took place outside 
of a convention environment, all entries submitted must abide by the California Balloon Law 
with regard to helium filled foil balloons. 

7. All submissions must include photos of balloon decor. Please do not submit photos of other 
work you have completed that do not include balloon decorations in them. In addition, balloon 
decorations featured in photos must correspond with the category in which it is entered in.

8. All photos to be entered for FLOATEE consideration must be submitted by January 11th, 
2020. Submit photos to Steve@FLOATConvention.com for entry.

9. Photos submitted in categories that allow multiple photos should all be of the same event. 

10. Do not send more photos than appears in the category or else your entry will be 
disqualified.

11. Winners will be announced at the Opening Night event at FLOAT 2020 on Sunday, January 
26, 2020.

12. One (1) photo is defined as one (1) image of a particular decor item or configuration. A 
collage of images does not and will not count as one (1) photo. Entries submitting a collage of 
multiple images as one (1) photo will not be accepted. 

13. In categories that involve the submission of up to five (5) photos, please note that each 
photo should be entered as a separate image file and not as a collage of multiple images. 
Collages of multiple images will not be accepted.
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F L    A T FLOATEE Awards Continued

14. In no way, shape or form should there be any way in the photograph to identify the artist or 
company responsible for the submission. This is intended to be as anonymous as possible with 
our judging committee, and entries that brand themselves in any way in the images will not be 
accepted.

15. Photos from other design competitions are not allowed to be entered in the FLOATEEs. All 
photos submitted should be from real life events and jobs.
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